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General conditions of sale/
Confirmation of booking implies tthe customer its membership (support) without
reserve, on the present general conditions of sale.
For every new customer, the booking is confirmed only after the payment of a 150€
deposit(advance) OR XXX € according to the TOTAL price of the menus.

Valuable guarantee/

Menu Price is confirmed on the estimate are firm, they may be modified according to
the economic conditions, a new offer proposition will be proposed.
proposed.

Service/
I CAN COME WITH MY OWN SERVICE STAFF FOR 35 € per hour or you can find your STAFF
service at your own charge. I W'ONT BE RESPONSIBLE , its will be your responsability to pay chey
charge tax;

Guarantee of place settings/
The exact number
number of place settings must be confirmed 2 days before the date of the
party.
It will be this number of place settings that will establish the minimal base of invoicing
(for certain service(performance) as sideboards(buffets) a minimum of 20P will be
charged).
Mr Sofonèa Emmanuel reserves the right to cancel the booking if events of force
majeure, or coincidences, or independent from his will forced him .

Conditions of payment/
40 % of the project amount of the command could be asked as deposit in advance, for
service of + 20 persons, payment by french check or bank transfer.
The not payment of this sum which can pull the cancellation of the booking.
The deposit represents a faculty of penalty. The buyer is therefore free to abandon its purchase by
abandoning the sum paid. As for the trader who does not benefit, it must pay twice what he received
(Except for heath reason or weather condition).

Modalities of payment/
Unless otherwise agreed, The balance will have to be to payed in the daytime of the
service performance at the end , for some meal, in certain condition (customer foreigner)
the balance will be paid at least 24 hours before.

